
  

Vernaculars vs. Latin

Generally new attitude towards vernacular 
languages, starting in the south (Italy, 
Spain)

Competition with Latin requires new 
considerations →



  

Vernaculars vs. Latin

(1) The language needs cultivation in order 
to become a fit medium of literary and 
scholarly expression.

– It was by now understood that even Latin and 
Greek had needed it in Antiquity

(2) Great writers (Cicero for Latin) play a key 
role in ennobling the language

– Italians had Dante, Boccaccio, Petrarch, but 
how about the others?



  

Vernaculars vs. Latin

(3) Copia verborum, wealth of lexical 
resources (words) is needed.

– Extensive borrowing begins; English reported 
in 1555 to be incomprehensible to man in the 
street because of the many Latinate loanwords

(4) The language needs to be regulated with 
rules; if it has rules, it is equal to Latin

– Rules were believed to save language from 
barbarousness and its exposure to constant 
change; lingua regulata



  

Vernaculars vs. Latin

Publication of Dante’s De vulgari eloquentia 
in 1529 (written more than 200 years 
earlier) causes great stir in Italy

It discusses the relation between Latin and 
the vernaculars in very unusual terms 
(especially unusual for his own time)

→ see handout



  

Example: Hegendorff’s Rudimenta 
(1527)

Rudimenta grammatices Donati
● Christof Hegendorff
● printed in Cracow, 1527
● elementary Latin grammar with Polish, 

German and Hungarian additions
● Hungarian probably by János Sylvester 

(see later)



  

Example: Hegendorff’s Rudimenta 
(1527)



  

Example: Hegendorff’s Rudimenta 
(1527)



  

Example: Gábor Pesti’s Nomenclatura 
(1538)



  

Example: Gábor Pesti’s Nomenclatura 
(1538)



  

Example: Sylvester’s Grammatica (1539)

● Grammatica Hungarolatina, by János 
Sylvester (educated in Cracow, Wittenberg)

● Basically a grammar of Latin in Latin with 
extensive comparisons, examples, 
definitions and a few lengthy detours in/on 
Hungarian

● first grammatical work on Hungarian, some 
features discussed in detail

● Printed in Sárvár (Nádasdy castle), 1539
● completely forgotten, one copy surfaced in 

late 18th century



  

Example: Sylvester’s Grammatica (1539)

A word is an articulated vocal form with meaning, of which 
sentences can be constructed and into wich a sentence 
can be broken down.



  

Example: Sylvester’s Grammatica (1539)

A sentence is (a unit of) speech that consists of words.



  

Example: Sylvester’s Grammatica (1539)

There are eight parts of speech: noun, pronoun, verb, 
adverb, participle, conjunction, preposition, interjection.



  

Example: Sylvester’s Grammatica (1539)

These are the parts of grammar: orthography, prosody, 
etymology (=the parts of speech, accidence), syntax



  

The variety of languages; empirical approach

Leonard Fuchs: De Historia Stirpium, Basel, 1542



  

The variety of languages; empirical approach

New approach to natural phenomena:
● variety appreciated
● empirical observation

– also in art, e.g. perspective discovered in late 15th c.
● collection of specimens, systematisation

– minerals
– plants, seeds, pressed flowers
– exotic animals brought to Europe, menageries
– collections of languages!

● usually the Lord’s Prayer, a few words, some info on people



  

The variety of languages; empirical approach

Conrad Gessner (Swiss scientist, 1516–1565)
● Mithridates 1555, collection of 22 languages, 

e.g. Polish, Hungarian, Welsh, Armenian



  

The variety of languages; empirical approach

Hail Mary and numbers in Hungarian in Gessner’s Mithridates



  

The variety of languages; empirical approach

Other collections after Gessner’s Mithridates:

1593 Jerome Megiser: Specimen quadraginta...
● 40 lang’s, incl. Lapp, Turkish, Chinese

1680 Andreas Müller: Orationis Dominicae versiones...
● ~ 90 lang’s, incl. Breton, Basque, Malay

1715 John Chamberlayne: Oratio Dominica...
● ~ 150 lang’s, incl. Manx, Albanian, Thai

1787 Lorenzo Hervás y Panduro: Saggio pratico...
● 300+ lang’s, incl. Tibetan, Cheremis, Vietnamese



  

The new "philosophical" approach

A family of loosely related approaches

Fashionable in late 17th and 18th centuries esp. 
in Northern Europe & France

A kind of backlash to variety, wealth of data & 
reduction in role of Latin

Enlightenment, new philosophical interest

To a certain extent, a back-to-past movement 
of a different kind; resembles Priscianic and 
speculative grammar



  

The new "philosophical" approach

Realisations:
● Artificial languages ("characters")
● Abstract/formulaic approaches to natural 

languages
● Theories of the origins of language
● Classifications of languages, typologies

Often combined in particular discussions

(In some ways these were present earlier too)



  

Artificial languages

● Why?
– Latin on the retreat; common language of 

science and philosophy needed
– Enlightenment idea of clear and unambiguous 

expression, ideal relation bw language & reality 
& concepts is isomorphic

– Natural sciences and mathematical sciences 
develop their own formal languages

– Chinese writing (actually misunderstood)
– Enhanced role of cryptography in wars



  

Artificial languages

Examples:
● Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz (1646–1716): 

Characteristica universalis (never described in 
detail, Kurt Gödel later suspects great conspiracy)

● George Dalgarno (†1687): Ars signorum, vulgo 
Character universalis (also works out a sign 
systems for the deaf)

● John Wilkins (1614–1672) An Essay towards a 
Real Character and a Philosophical Language (see 
handout, also →)



  

Wilkins’ Real character



  

Wilkins’ Real character
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Wilkins’ Real character



  

Artificial languages

Fundamental assumptions:

● The totality of reality and our knowledge of it can 
be exhaustively described as a huge construct 
of items ordered by strictly hierarchical relations 
(taxonomy – beginnings of the age of 
Encyclopedias!)

● Language as well as our concepts are ideally 
isomorphic to reality (but only ideally, this is why 
artificial languages are needed)


